#TheAfricaTheMediaNeverShowsYou
Examining the Power of Media
Why did this hashtag bombard Twittersphere? What message are twitter activists
trying to counter? In this workshop, participants will begin to identify and analyze
harmful stereotypes of people in developing countries often portrayed in media,
and learn how to take steps to avoid similar mistakes when developing messages
for their own campaigns.

Materials:

Computer, projector, handouts

Set up:

In small groups at tables

Age:

13+

Time:

60 min + follow-up activity

Activities
1.

As a introduction, have participants brainstorm what the hashtag
#TheAfricaTheMediaNeverShowsYou implies. Participants should write
down a word to describe the image often portrayed of Africa in media.

2.

Search for the hashtag using Google. Take a look at the examples of
what people are tweeting to counter the negative stereotypes.

Describe the images you see on the Twitter feed

How are the images similar or different to what is often
portrayed in traditional media?

How are the images similar or different to your own ideas?

3.

Display the graphs illustrating the results of research project conducted
by Brown University Student, Leah Cheung, and her research partner,
Joseph Wanda, about what Ugandans think of how they are portrayed
in media. https://lindaraftree.com/2013/10/03/poverty-prn-a-reflectionof-deeper-issues/ (Display on screen or provide handout)

What do the graphs say?

What can we learn from the information, and what should we do
about it?

#TheAfricaTheMediaNeverShowsYou
Examining the Power of Media
Activities
1.

Hand out the Checklist for a Good Media Campaign to each participant.
This checklist can be used as a guide for creating and evaluating ethical
media and campaign messages.
*Note: This checklist was adapted from Norwegian Students’ and
Academics’ International Assistance Fund, and their RustyRadiator
Campaign: http://www.rustyradiator.com/why-donate-2014/. If time
permits, give background on the campaign and its goals).

2.

Choose a set of videos to compare. Participants will watch and rate
each video according to the checklist, then discuss:

Which video had the most YES checkmarks? What were its
strongest aspects?

For the video with the most NO checkmarks, what were the
major issues?

In what ways could these videos could be improved?

3.

Option 1: TV Advertisements
Concern Worldwide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=k0UGhVR19GQ
CAWST (Watch the first few minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4opTK_Rpig
Option 2: Celebrity Charity Songs (See attached lyrics)
BandAid 30: Do they know its Christmas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w7jyVHocTk
Africa Stop Ebola
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruYQY6z3mV8
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Examining the Power of Media
Learning from Youth Abroad
ACGC Member, the Center for Affordable Water and Sanitation, CAWST,
teaches people how to get safe drinking water, sanitations and hygiene in
their own homes, using simple, affordable technologies. They achieve this
through providing technical training and consulting, and act as a centre of
expertise in water and sanitation for the poor in developing countries.
In this activity, participants will examine CAWST’s Flood of Change
documentary as a way to recognize that youth overseas can be our teachers
and partners in taking action, rather than solely people who we need to
‘help’.

1.

Learn about the background of the project by visiting www.cawst.org/
wavemakers/youth/learn/floodofchange

2.

Watch the Flood of Change Film Trailer. Using the Checklist for a Good
Media Campaign, assess the film trailer. What are any strengths and
weaknesses you see?

3.

Watch the film The Making of Flood of Change. The purpose of this
short feature is to understand the process CAWST uses when working
with overseas youth to develop content for youth in North America.

4.

Together, discuss the following questions:

Why is it important that the video was filmed by Nepalese youth,
rather than by a Canadian?

Director Chris Hsiung states “Teachers, parents, organizations
are using this [documentary] to share a different kind of story
about developing countries, hopefully to help us see and act on
global issues in a different way”. What kind of story is this, and
how is this different than the ways stories are often told?

Describe the process/steps to making the film. (Listen, Collect
Stories, Develop Resource, Incorporate Feedback, Share). How can
you apply a similar process to your action projects?

For additional resources, view Tikho’s Story (for elementary) and Kids of
Kayele (junior high) – at www.cawst.org/wavemakers
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Examining the Power of Media
Follow Up Activity
1.

Divide participants into small groups. Provide each group with
CAWST’s photos of youth in Zambia.

2.

Together, each group should create a poster promoting an event which
will raise funds for and build awareness about water and sanitation
issues in Zambia. Be sure to use the Checklist for a Good Media
Campaign to help guide their planning.

3.

Sit with another group and share your poster. Using the checklist,
provide feedback to each other.

3.

In groups, discuss
What are ways to make the poster better?

Can you substitute any words to make the message better? (for
example, ‘work together’ rather than ‘help’).

Think back to the steps CAWST used to help make the Flood of
Change documentary. In what ways can you apply this method to
the making of your poster, or in developing your campaign?


Plan your Action!
Now that you have explored examples of good, and not-so-good, media campaigns, be
sure to apply your learning when planning and carrying out your own action campaigns!





Use the Checklist for a Good Media Campaign when making posters, announcements, or
when writing speeches to promote your campaign.
Train all your campaign volunteers on making a good media campaign, so that your
message is consistent and clear
Run your own workshop or campaign to teach others what you have learned!
Speak up when you see messages which perpetuate harmful stereotypes and images of
communities!

#TheAfricaTheMediaNeverShowsYou
Examining the Power of Media
Leah Chung and her research partner, Joseph Wanda, researched how people working in local NGOs
and living in rural communities and informal settlement areas in Uganda view ads like these:

The first graph shows which photos the adults liked best, and which photos children liked best. The
second graph shows the overall response to the question written. What conclusions can you draw?

For more information, visit https://lindaraftree.com/2013/10/03/poverty-prn-a-reflection-of-deeper-issues/

Checklist for a Good Media Campaign
This checklist was adapted by ACGC from the Norwegian Students’ and Academics’ International
Assistance Fund, and their RustyRadiator Campaign: www.rustyradiator.com/
Checklist

People tell their own stories
The message tears down stereotypes, and concentrates more on
what makes us equal, rather than our differences.
The message (and project) is based on the wishes and needs of
the people, not on what the donor thinks they need.
The message is creative and motivates people to action.

The message gives a broad picture of the cause and solution to
the situation, rather than focusing on one individual’s story
The message is empowering and provides hope
Ask yourself: Is this the way you would want to be portrayed?

Yes

No

#TheAfricaTheMediaNeverShowsYou
Examining the Power of Media
In groups, create a poster to promote an event which will raise funds for and build awareness about
water and sanitation issues in Zambia.

Select a photo below that shows hope or empowerment

Write text to promote the event, keeping in mind the Checklist for a Good Media
Campaign

Share and discuss your poster with another group!

These photos are courtesy of the Center for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology, showing children in Zambia whose communities
have benefited from the training CAWST provides. www.cawst.org

AFRICA STOP
EBOLA

Salif Keita (Mali / sings in Malinké)
Take Ebola seriously
This is a very serious disease
Once you have symptoms, please seek
doctors
They can help you
Wash your hands and avoid shaking
hands with others

Didier Awadi (Sénégal / sings in French)
Again we talk about tragedy
As a false note in the melody
Ebola we thought you were since
abolished
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
You are walking around spreading
v=ruYQY6z3mV8
disease
We will not flee from you we will not
Kandia Kora (Guinea / sings in French)
hide
Africa is full of sadness
Sia Tolno (Guinea / sings in Kissi)
Because we know we have the means
To see our families die
Beg you, dear parents,
to push you away
Do not touch the sick
Follow
the
advice
of
medical
authorities
We will strike you, we are not a plague
Do not touch the bodies
Ebola
came
to
hurt
us
We will get together and we will beat
Everyone is in danger
Respect
their
advices
you
Young and old
Marcus (Guinée / sings in Soussou)
We must act for our families
Barbara Kanam (DRC / sings in Lingala)
Among them there are many who have
Ebola
you
came
to
suffocate
our
people
access to hospitals
Chorus x 4
You
add
pain
Those who are cured are no longer
Ebola, Ebola, Invisible enemy
To the DRC
contagious
But
we
will
overcome
There are some who remain at home
Tiken Jah Fakoly (Côte d’Ivoire / sings in
Stay
up
until the evil gets bigger
French)
Sooner
or
later
we
will
beat
you
Oh my God
Ebola you are our enemy
Mama Africa get up and stand united as
If you feel sick the doctors will help you
Mory Kante (Guinée / sings in Malinké
we used to do before for other battles
I assure you, the doctors will help you
and Soussou)
Ebola you also shall be defeated
There is hope to stop Ebola
Get up, stand up
Have confidence in the doctors
Ebola is a problem for us
Mokobé (Mali / sings in French)
We cannot greet someone
Another tragedy strikes the continent
Chorus x 4
You cannot kiss someone
Africa needs vaccine, medicine
Ebola, Ebola, Trust the doctors
It does not mean that person makes you Hope for them is permitted
Should we close our eyes and let them
Amadou & Mariam (Mali / sing in French) ashamed
It’s
just
a
reality
into oblivion? (not !)
Ebola is not good
Then unite for a good cause
You should see a doctor
Oumou
Sangaré
(Mali
/
sing
in
Bambara)
Mobilize and break the closed doors,
Ebola is not good
Ebola
has
become
a
problem
for
us
Ebola I swear we will evict you
You should see a doctor
today
Africa needs vaccine and treatment
Ebola hurts
I
ask
all
the
doctors
in
Africa
to
stand
up
You must see a doctor
Ebola has really become a problem for
Ebola, Ebola
Ebola is not good
us
Invisible enemy
You should see a doctor
Ebola Ebola .....
Chorus
x
4
Ebola, Ebola
Chorus x 4
Ebola,
Ebola,
Have
confidence
in
doctor
Trust the doctors x2
Ebola, Ebola, Invisible enemy

Do They Know
Its Christmas?

[Angelique Kidjo]
And there's death in every tear

BandAid30

[Chris Martin]
And the Christmas bells that ring
there are the clanging chimes of
doom

[Dan Smith]
Where a kiss of love can kill you

[Sam Smith]
And all their years to come

Rita Ora]
Can they know it's Christmas time at
all

[Chorus - all singers]
Feed the world let them know it's
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Christmas time again
w7jyVHocTk
Feel the world let them know it's
[Bono]
Christmas time again
[One Direction]
Well tonight we're reaching out and Heal the world let them know it's
It's Christmas time there's no need to touching you
Christmas time again
be afraid
Feed the world let them know it's
[Seal]
Christmas time again
[Ed Sheeran]
Bring peace and joy this Christmas to Feel the world let them know it's
At Christmas time we let in light and West Africa
Christmas time again
we banish shade
Heal the world let them know it's
[Ellie Goulding]
Christmas time again
[Rita Ora]
A song of hope where there's no
Feed the world let them know it's
And in our world of plenty we can
hope tonight (ooh)
Christmas time again
spread a smile of joy
Feel the world let them know it's
[Sinead O'Connor]
Christmas time again
[Sam Smith]
Why is comfort to be feared, why is
Throw your arms around the world at to touch to be scared
Christmas time
[Bono]
[Paloma Faith]
How can they know it's Christmas
But say a prayer and pray for the
time at all
other ones
[One Direction]
[Emeli Sandé]
Here's to you
At Christmas time its hard but while
you're having fun
[Olly Murs]
Raise a glass to everyone
[Elbow]
There's a world outside your window [Bastille]
and it's a world of dread and fear
Here's to them

